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swingtrabot telemedicine, or telehealth, allows companies to see doctors and other medical professionals remotely through phones, video calls and computers. With the COVID-19 epidemic driving an increase in demand for health care and a policy boost of social distension, telemedicine services are
expanding rapidly. When Congress recently passed $8.3 million in emergency funding to fight the COVID-19 epidemic, one of the provisions loosened rules on using telehealth services under the U.S. Medicare program. Because the virus, including the latest pandemic, threatens to spread rapidly through
our increasingly globalized society in the future, telemedicine offers doctors a way to see the disease whose insecurity for disease can be doctor visits. While many large, publicly traded healthcare companies such as UnitedHealth Group Inc. (UNH) and Humana Inc. (WE) are branching into telemedicine,
the most pure-game telemedicine companies are privately held or only trade over the counter. One exception is Teladoc Health (TDOC) which trades on the New York Stock Exchange. It has dramatically outperformed the broader market over the past year and has a market value of about $12.2 billion. If
you want to invest directly in the telemedicine sector, then currently your only easily accessible option. However, we will also review two other major, private telemedicine firms that are receiving millions of dollars in financing from venture capitalists. Globally, scores of telehealth startups raised billions of
dollars from venture capitalists in 2018 and 2019. These companies below give you a comprehensive picture of the industry and potential competitors of the tellock. 2019 Annual Revenue: $553.3 million2019 Annual net income:- $98.9 million Market Cap: $12.2 billion 1-year Total Return: 184.2%
Exchange: New York Stock Exchange Teldok Health provides a platform for people to receive health care from various health professionals, including mental health care providers and specialists. Founded in 2002, Teladoc first went public in 2015. Its revenue comes from both membership fees and
copays for its services, though how much of them are paid by patients and how much their health plan is paid for by providers varies. While Teladoc revenue has increased significantly, up 32% over the past year, it is not yet profitable. As the COVID-19 pandemic has expanded globally, its share price
has skyrocketed by 105.1% over the past 3 months. Teladoc has several acquisitions. The most recent was the $600,00,00 cash and stock deal for InTouch Health, which enterprise telemedicine for hospitals Provides. Founded in 2012, installed, Doctor on Demand is a platform that connects patients with
a variety of healthcare professionals. Doctor on Demand has raised $160 million in 5 funding rounds, his most recent was in April 2018, when he raised $74,000. In February 2019, Doctor on Demand announced the launch of Synapse, a fully integrated platform that allows health plans and employers to
deliver primary care coverage. Founded in 2006, MDLive, also connects patients with a variety of health professionals, including primary care doctors, psychiatrists, and dermatologists. It has raised $123.6 million on three rounds of funding, the most recent in August, 2018. In 2014 it acquired Success
Behavior, a telemedicine provider focusing on mental health therapy. With more people switching to coronavirus status and telemedicine, I thought it would be a good time to look into this. Growing well, though still small and difficult to predict how they'll fare in the future. T also has a part in telemedicine,
creating the Babylon app for virtual medicine and offering EMR services. Any ideas on telehealth stocks to buy? Page 2 9 Comments The healthcare sector has been extremely slow to embrace technical solutions. This is not surprising, because it is mainly dependent on government funding, which comes
with considerable red tape. However, the epidemic is forcing the industry to adapt, and business models are changing. Case in point, telehealth and virtual medicine is seeing unprecedented adoption. After years of dragging their feet, doctors are now adopting this new way of delivering care. So too are
governments around the world. As an example, the Ontario provincial government pushed through billing codes for virtual trips in a matter of weeks after years of inaction. How can investors benefit? There are three emerging telehealth leaders here. Well Health Technologies (TSX:WELL), one of the
fastest growing stocks in 2018 and 2019, graduated the TSX Index in the fall of 2019. Well is a leading electronic medical records company that also owns and operates a range of medical clinics. Over the past year, the company has been a leading industry consolidator, and as a result has become the
third largest EMR provider in Canada and the largest Oscar service provider in the country. Earlier this year, it launched VirtualClinic+, a virtual care platform that enables physicians to add telehealth counseling via phone or video. It's an industry that's booming, and VirtualClinic+ is looking to adopt fast.
The company's performance has been nothing short of staggering. Over the past three years, it has doubled several times, returning a total of 1,974% in the period. It has already doubled again in 2020. A new addition to TSX Venture CloudMd Software &amp; Services (TSXV:DOC) is a business model
that is well-off similar to health technologies. In early June, it graduated from the share of TSX Venture is sitting on a profit of 80% and thus far in 2020. The company has a head start on delivering telehealth options for physicians and is an industry leader. Its CloudMD Virtual Medicine flagship product
has more than 100,000 users on the platform. CloudMD is also on the approved lender list of some of Canada's largest medical health care associations. Some notable examples include doctors from BC, Ontario MD and the Canadian Association of Occupational Therapists. In addition, it has aggressive
plans to expand into the United States. In May, it signed an agreement with IDYA4 that would resell CloudMD's technology south of the border. Through 2022, the company is expected to generate $57 million in revenue, up from $11.5 million in 2019. This represents a compound annual growth rate of
70%. A less appreciated telehealth asset may surprise you to learn that Telus (TSX:T) (NYSE:TU) is one of the country's largest telehealth providers. Tellus Health has a suite of software solutions available to pharmacies, physicians, associated health professionals, hospitals and patients. In mid-2019,
Telus Health acquired Akira, an on-demand virtual care solution available to patients nationwide. Akira membership has increased by nearly 80% since the beginning of the epidemic. Although the company doesn't break out Telus Health Financial, analysts believe the unit brings in nearly $800 million in
annual revenue. At the moment, Telus Health is buried, and the company is likely not removing full value for these assets. Given this, it's possible that Telus spins out the telehealth unit much like it's doing with the international segment later this year. For investors with an appetite for taking on additional
risks, here's another technology company worth looking at. This small TSX stock next to Shopify may have doubled in value in a matter of months known a small Canadian IPO, and sees renowned Canadian stock picker Ian Butler a potential millionaire producer in waiting.. । Because he thinks this fast-
growing company looks a lot like Shopify, a stock Ian officially recommended 3 years ago — before it skyrocketed by 1,211%! Ian and his team just published a detailed report on this small TSX stock. Find out how you can reach the next Shopify today! Click here to reveal how! Two new stock picks every
month! The must-see practice round of the year took place Friday at the Ritz-Carlton Golf Club Orlando Grande Lakes course and it was only partly because Tiger Woods was involved. Woods and his 11-year-old son Charlie will pair the PNC Championship, the annual winter team event that pairs a
professional player with a family member. While many contestants are playing with their father at Saturday/Sunday's event, the pro father and younger son Woods pairing are expected to be riveting. SYDNEY, Australia - Sydney's northern beaches planted during the start of COVID-19 will enter lockdown
similar to will As a cluster of cases in the area in March increased from 41.5pm to midnight Wednesday, residents will only be allowed to leave their homes for five basic reasons: medical care, exercise, grocery store, work or compassionate care for reasons. An additional 23 cases were registered in 24
hours, including 10 already declared, taking the new cases to 41. All but two of them are from the so-called Avalon cluster, named after a community of about 10,000 people on northern beaches about 40 kilometers (25 miles) from downtown Sydney. New South Wales State Premier Gladys Berejiklian
says sanctions are necessary if there is any hope of a semi-normal Christmas in Sydney. We are hoping that we will get enough time to get to the top of the virus, so that we can then ease up for Christmas and New Year, he said. The new cases come as health officials asked hundreds of gym goers on
Sydney's northern beaches to be tested and immediately separated. Jim says in a long list of venues, including a lawn bowling club, confirmed cases published by authorities on Friday. Other states put in place by Western Australia, Victoria, Queensland, Tasmania and the Northern Territory worked to
prevent cases jumping borders, with more barriers for New South Wales residents. Most of those involved the 14-day quarantine period for people from northern beaches who states.___Follow AP coverage in and visit for people in the Associated PressThe U.S. Food and Drug Administration have
authorized the use of a second COVID-19 vaccine for people aged 18 and over, a move that would trigger shipments of millions more doses to hospitals and nursing homes next week. Like its competitor Pfizer, the Moderna vaccine was considered both safe and highly effective. After tracking some
30,000 volunteers, Moderna estimated it as 94% effective in preventing COVID-19 disease with some serious side effects. Jammu (Jammu and Kashmir) [India], Dec 19 (ANI): To rationalize the Covid-19 vaccine flow and distribution in Jammu and Kashmir, Lieutenant Governor Manoj Sinha on Friday
launched the 'Electronic Vaccine Intelligence Network' (EVIN) at Raj Bhavan here. The National Hockey League and players reached a potential deal on Friday to hold a 56-game season in 2021, pending the approval of each side's executive board and Canadian health officials. The season will begin Jan.
13. Deputy Commissioner Bill Dali confirmed that the approval of various executive boards is pending. The NHL Players Association's board is meeting Friday night, with discussions being held, while the league's board of governors may soon vote on the plan. Health officials in five Canadian provinces
need approval from that teams can still move forward with the NHL season first. Training camp for seven non-playoff games to open for Dec. 31 and then Jan. 3 24 teams. It's unclear whether teams will play in their home arenas or in hub cities, though expect an all-divisional schedule. For more AP NHL
coverage ___ and Stephen Whyno, the Associated PressCongress vote to fund the government by Sunday as Covid's relief talks drag. The measure came hours before the shutdown was due to take effect, and the Covid-19 aid package will allow negotiations to continue, which scored the winning goal for
Houston in the Challenge Cup final, with dash having signed a new contract. The NWSL team says the deal runs through 2022 with a club option for 2023. Schmidt started nine of 11 games in 2020 with four assists and one assist. He scored in four consecutive games, proving the match-winner over
Chicago with a fifth-minute penalty kick-off run in the Challenge Cup final starting July 26. Schmidt scored in Houston's next three games to help bring the Dash to second place in the league, while helping become the third-highest-scoring Canadian in league history. I am very excited to re-sign Sophie -
she's a really important player for us on and off the field, head coach James Clarkson said in a statement. He had an excellent year and scored some really important goals. We want to continue to push him to a new level. Part of canada's national team since 2005, the 32-year-old Abbotsford, B. From C,
has won 199 caps with 19 goals and 20 assists. Schmidt is a versatile member of the squad, capable of helping the attack or drop into the backline. He led Canada in minutes played in 2020, helping to earn Olympic qualification. The Canadian women haven't played since March 10 when they tied Brazil
2-2 in a tournament in France.In other Canadian NWSL news, with goalie Devon Kerr's Washington Spirit having signed a one-year contract with a team option for a second year. Kerr will join fellow 'keeper Aubrey Bledsoe on the Spirit roster. Born in the Toronto area, Kerr grew up in Barry and Markham,
Ont., while his Barry-based parents are both Canadian, he and his mother also hold U.S. citizenship through their mother's father, a U.S. veteran. He was big ten goalie of the year at Ohio State in 2018. Spirit coach Richie Burke is again called Kerr a no-brainer signing for us. He worked incredibly hard
last season, spending a lot of time in the gym and in extra seasons, so I'm hoping the extra work we assigned during the off-season will be worked to his advantage. Kerr joined Washington in March from FC Mertz, France. She has appeared in both the youth setup of Canada and the U.S. Canadian
internationals Desiree Scott and Diana Matheson were part of the roster unveiled Friday by the new Kansas City NWSL entry. Scott FC was part of the Kansas City franchise that became the Utah Royals before moving back to Kansas City for a second term. Canada, meanwhile, will finish the year in the
FIFA women's rankings tied for eighth with Brazil. only Japan in the top 10 in December saw South Korea move to No. 10 at the expense. The U.S., with its highest points total since June 2014, remained No. 1 ahead of Germany, France, netherlands, Sweden, England and Australia. Canada was tied
with Brazil at No. 8.\0 ---LK is @NeilMDavidson on this report of the Canadian Press was first published December 18, 2020Neil Davidson, Canada's Presit has now become the second vaccine used in the largest vaccination program in U.S. history. Dec 19 (ANI): Hs Meena, Additional Secretary,
Department of Resources, Ministry of Rural Development, Government of India, on Friday chaired a meeting to discuss and review progress on the Digital India Land Records Modernization Programme (ILRMP) and stressed on the officials that all mechanisms of digitization of land records will be adhered
to in accordance with the norms of the Centre. WASHINGTON — The Federal Reserve said Friday that the 33 largest U.S. banks are in strong shape despite the economic shock of the epidemic. The central bank said banks have enough capital cushions to girdle them against unexpected losses and this
will enable them to keep loans even under the most serious straits. The Fed disclosed results from a special second round of stress tests that it added this year because of damage to the economy from an outbreak of the virus. The epidemic has killed more than 300,00 Americans, stopped hundreds of
thousands of businesses and pushed unemployment to levels not seen since the Great Depression. Nine months after the epidemic paralyzed the economy, the resurgence of coronavirus cases threatens its recovery just as the first vaccines are starting to be administered across the country. The Fed
said tests have shown that all 33 banks remain above their minimum requirements for capital — money they don't need to pay back to creditors or depositors — to protect against risk. Still, regulators decided to maintain restrictions on banks paying dividends through March. Buybacks of company stock,
however, will be allowed again with certain limitations. The banking system has been a source of strength during the past year, and the results of today's stress test confirm that big banks can continue to lend to homes and businesses even during an increasingly unfavorable future twist in the economy,
Randal Quarles, the Fed's vice chair for supervision, said in a statement. In September, the Fed extended restrictions on dividends and stock buybacks through the end of the year, based on stress test results in June that showed how banks would perform under severe economic conditions if they took
those dividends or stock action. Raising dividends costs money. Regulators do not want banks to shrink their capital reserves and leave the financial system weak during this uncertain time for the economy. It was the first time U.S. regulators had ordered such sanctions since the Great Recession a
decade ago. under The latest action, the amount a bank has allowed shareholders to pay or buy back into their shares, will be based on income earned by the bank over the past year. No income-earning bank will be able to pay dividends or buy back shares in the first quarter of 2021. A senior Democratic
senator objected to the Fed allowing banks to pay any dividends in the current economic climate or bonuses to officials. This public health and economic crisis is getting worse, not better, Sen. Sherrod Brown of Ohio, the Senate Banking Committee's top Democrat, said in a statement. The Fed should be
focusing on making our financial system safer, not helping Wall Street and big corporations. Thirty-three banks include JPMorgan Chase & Co., Bank of America Corp., Wells Fargo & Co. and Citigroup Inc. -- the four largest U.S. banks by assets. The trial banks have at least $50 billion in all assets. The
Fed said it applied two serious scenarios for the economy in the latest tests to see how banks would fare. In a hypothetical scenario, the U.S. unemployment rate spikes to 12.5% and then declines to about 7.5%, compared with the current 6.7%. The other calls for a peak jobless rate of 11%, followed by a
more modest decline, to 9%. Under both scenarios, 33 banks would have a total of more than $600 million in losses on loans, tests showed. Tests were mandated by Congress in the aftermath of the U.S. collapse in the 2008 financial crisis that was the worst economic downturn since the Great
Depression of the 1930s. They were designed to restore badly shaken confidence in the U.S. financial system. During the crisis, the government created a $700 million bailout fund to stabilize hundreds of banks, large and small across the U.S. Once the economy healed, banking industry profits began
rising sharply in later years and banks were lending more freely. Banks tested by the Fed were: Ally Financial, American Express, Bank of America, Bank of New York Mellon, Barclays, BMO Financial, BNP Paribas USA, Capital One, Citigroup, Citigroup, Citizens Financial, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank
USA, Discover Financial, Fifth Third, Goldman Sachs, HSBC North America, Huntington Bankshares, JPMorgan Chase, Kicorp, M&amp;T Bank, Morgan Stanley, MFG America, Northern Trust, PNC Financial, Regions Financial, Royal Bank of Canada , Santander USA, State Street, TD Group US, Truest
Financial, UBS America, US Bancorp and Wells Fargo. __ has been corrected to reflect this story that restrictions on dividends are maintained, while share buybacks are now allowed with certain limitations. MARCY GORDON, Associated Presswashington — Vice President Mike Pence and House and
Senate leaders received their first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on Friday as they tried to reassure the American public that the shot was safe. Pence, at a live television event, as a medical miracle that could eventually put an end to a raging epidemic Stone celebrated More than 310,000 people
nationwide. Clearly absent: President Donald Trump, who has been out of sight five days into the largest vaccination campaign in the country's history. I didn't feel anything. Well done, Pence told technicians from the Walter Reed National Military Medical Center on Friday morning as he became the
highest-ranking U.S. official to obtain the Pfizer-biotech shot, first authorized in the U.S., House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, a Democrat, and Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, a Republican, tweeted photos of themselves receiving commentary from the Capitol physician. , who urged all members of
congress to accompany them. Public displays come as top U.S. health officials are regularly trying to persuade Americans who may be skeptical of vaccinations to get them to pave the way for an end to the epidemic. A recent survey from The Associated Press- NORC Center for Public Affairs Research
found that only about half of Americans want to receive the vaccine as soon as possible. Another quarter of the public isn't sure, while the remaining quarter says they're not interested. Some simply oppose vaccines in general. Others worry that the injection has been moved and want to see how the
rollout goes. Trump, who was hospitalized with COVID-19 in October, has been largely absent from an effort to sell to the American public, which aides hope will be a key part of his legacy. He has not held any public events to trumpet the rollout. She has not said when she will be vaccinated. And he has
tweeted less than a handful about vaccines despite sending a flurry of tweets about other topics. He weighed in Friday night with a congratulatory tweet after the Food and Drug Administration authorized the emergency rollout of a second vaccine developed by Moderna Inc. and the National Institutes of
Health. Trump's relative silence as he continues to rage about his defeat in the Nov. 3 election and embraces increasingly extreme efforts to overturn people's will. She has pushed aside aides' plans who wanted her to be the public face of the vaccination campaign, thank workers for visits to labs and
production facilities, or host efforts to build public confidence in the shot, according to people familiar with the conversation who spoke candidly on condition of anonymity. Instead, Pence has been one of the headlines highlighting the safety and efficacy of vaccines, touring a production facility this week
before headlining Friday's event. Pence did not hesitate during the early prick, nor his wife Karen. Surgeon General Jerome Adams, who is black, also received a shot during the TELEVISED White House event and stressed the importance of communities of color watching people like him being
vaccinated to build trust. Today, Karen and I wanted to step forward and take this vaccine to reassure the American people, Pence said. Were that when we cut red tape, we did not cut any corners. Hope is on The lack of visibility is surprising, especially for a president rarely shying to borrow, said
Lawrence Gostin, a professor in Georgetown law who focuses on public health. Since the election, the president's relatively low profile on the COVID response is curious and counter to Mr. Trump's own interests, he said. Gostin, who has criticized Trump's handling of the epidemic in the past, said he
deserves a great deal of credit for Operation Warp Speed and places a bet on two vaccines that use unprecedented mRNA technology. Having demonstrated leadership in developing vaccines, they should be very proud to publicly demonstrate their confidence in COVID vaccines, he said. Trump
appeared at the White House summit before the Food and Drug Administration's approval of the Pfizer vaccine last week. But many of Trump's allies are now surprised by his low profile that the vaccine is actually being injected. They see it as a missed opportunity for the president, who leaves office on
Jan. 20, to help monitor rapid development and deployment of the vaccine that is expected to finally control the virus. Trump himself has credited his successor Biden, who will preside over the bulk of the nationwide injection campaign next year. Don't let Joe Biden take credit for vaccines, Trump told
reporters. Don't take credit for her vaccines because vaccines were me, and I pushed people harder than they've ever been pushed before. In fact, fda scientists who came up with the idea for Operation Warp Speed, the White House-backed effort through which coronavirus vaccines and treatment
supplements are being manufactured millions even as they are still being evaluated. And much of the foundation for the shots had been laid over the past decade, through research on messenger RNA, or mRNA, used in vaccines developed by both Pfizer and Moderna. Trump's low-key approach could
have an impact on public health. Dr. Anthony Fauci, the nation's top infectious disease expert, told NBC News this week that 75% to 85% of the nation needs to be vaccinated to obtain herd immunity, making the public education campaign more pressing about vaccine safety. Trump has said he will be
open to taking the vaccine. White House Deputy Press Secretary Brian Morgenstern told reporters that, because Trump already had COVID-19, his doctors are trying to determine when he should take it. When the time is right, I am sure he will be ready to take it, he said. According to guidance from the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, there is not yet enough information to determine who has had COVID-19, like Trump, should get the vaccine. But White House press secretary Kayleigh McEnany offered an alternative explanation. He told reporters this week that Trump, who has previously
spread misinformation about other vaccines, wants to send a parallel message, which Our long-term care facilities are paramount in the importance of residents and our front-line workers. Gostin disagreed. If President Trump doesn't look enthusiastic, including getting his shot on national television, it
would be quite detrimental to public confidence in the vaccine, he argued. It's just not good enough for Vice President Pence as a proxy. Some MPs have said they are reluctant to be vaccinated for being among the first so they don't jump the line as not to be seen. But others enthusiastically made
appointments. Democratic Rep. Don Beyer of Virginia, who was among those to receive one, tweeted millions of Americans waiting for shots, many of whom are activists on the front lines of the epidemic. I'm not more important than they are, but national leaders should lead by example. Zeke Miller, Jill
Colvin and Marie Claire Jalonic, Associated Pressa landslide, were buried in a mine owned by Brazil's Vale SA near the site of the 2019 Brumadinho Dam disaster and a worker died on Friday, the company told Reuters in a statement. The worker, employed by a Valley contractor, was in a bulldozer when
a pit-side collapsed at the Corrego do Feijao mine, according to the company. The mine shares the name of Corrego do Feijao Hamlet, which is part of the town of Brumadinho and was partially destroyed in January 2019 when a valley-owned tailings dam collapsed, killing 270 people. Atlanta Hawks first-
round pick Onyeka Okongwu will miss the first two games of the regular season because of a foot injury. The 6-foot-9 center from Southern California was continuing its rehabilitation for a swollen seismoid bone in its left leg, including modified involvement in contact practices, the team said Friday. He is
yet to be cleared for full team practices. Okongwu's condition will be re-evaluated Dec. 28, the day of the Hawks home opener against Detroit. He'll miss the first two games of the regular season in Chicago on Wednesday and in Memphis on Dec. 26. Okongwu was the No. 6 overall pick. । He's expected
to give starter Clint Capela back and Atlanta bench.___More a much-needed defensive presence from the AP NBA: and Associated PressFeathered Jackets. Colourful trench coat. Cow-print closed throat. Bright yellow sweat suit. Iconic fashion show? No, those are just a few examples of a Montreal
dog's wardrobe. Her outfits are an online hit. Hinges in a TikTok video stars that, since Wednesday, have earned more than 25,0,000 views from the Italian greyhound and at the last count he topped 360,0 Instagram followers. And it all started because Thomas Shapiro complained to friends he was
posting too many pictures of his dog to social media. So he signed up for Tienka for his social media pages. Her eye-catching outfits have catapulted the dog into world-wide headlines. It's very comfortable, Shapiro said at CBC Montreal's Dawn Friday Happened. She wears a lot of clothes because as
one in Greyhounds, they are very cold all the time. They're not used to this Montreal climate. Shapiro said the TikTok video, which shows Straw in various outfits and is with a funny voiceover, quickly proceeded to talk celebrities were sharing it. Shapiro said Straw has no problem dressing as the fabric
protects her from the elements, and she's always ready to strike a pose as photo shoots end with delicious treats. Not only is Tika an internet sensation, there's a social advocacy message as well: She lists the gay icon in her Instagram bio. Shapiro said the self-proclaimed title is a way to use the
international platform to promote happiness and love. Shapiro said same-sex relationships may be common in Canada, but that's not necessarily the case everywhere. She also works with a Toronto-based charity called Rainbow Rail that helps LGBTQ people avoid harassment and violence around the
world. It's good that I can spread a message and appear to people, but also just bring a smile to people's faces because this dog brings a smile to our faces everyday, Shapiro. Local journalism InitiativePatricia Dawson Hunt was teaching his intermediate students about acts of kindness — a class at his
social studies course at Kwakiutl First Nation Wagalus Elementary School near Port Hardy. Grades 5, 6 and 7 class in discussion about how they could make a difference in people's lives. Some students didn't really think they could, but Dawson Hunt encouraged them to think about ways that could
happen. At the same time, Class A was competing in a welfare challenge featuring a cash prize, along with many other Indigenous classes. They went, 'Oh! oh! ha! good heavens!! If we win that money we can do something for the needy! Dawson Hunt said. His class won the challenge and was given
$1,0 from the I-SPC (Indigenous Sports, Physical Activity and Recreation Council). He decided to donate half as a group. They bought sleeping bags for people without homes, a local store donated water bottles and bags to add give-aways, and they arranged to use principal Pehgee Aranas' food truck,
Asian eh, to distribute food on the last day of school. They gathered at Carrot Park and made fries, dished out pizza hot and homemade soups, using skills learned in their home economics class. Half of the students loaded into the school bus with trays of food and drove around the city in search of
hungry people. When they stayed, they sang Christmas songs in Kwakwala outside the windows of the bus to have some love and joy as well as food. It was a cold, rainy day, but the students were joyful and bright with rainbows on their kitchen aprons — wagalus meant rainbows in Kwak'wala — and
huge smiles under their masks. Read more: North Island Gazette Handicap Fund 2020Zoë Ducklow, local journalism initiative reporter, North Island Gazetter David examines how wild Adapting to the forces of nature, such as volcanoes, in a new series. Around a quarter A million people in Sydney's
northern beaches were ordered to stay at home by midnight On Saturday, followed by an increase of 13 new cases in a coronavirus cluster, New South Wales Premier Gladys Berejiklian said. Sydney, Australia's largest city of about 5,0,000 people, may take some citywide restrictions in force in the
coming days, with the outbreak of northern beaches now confirming 39 cases, Berejiklian said. I should say, to put everyone on notice, we will be considered.. । Whether this time tomorrow we return to some restrictions in Greater Sydney, he added. It is a dispatch of protesters, giving voice to those who
are afraid of repression and intimidation. A so-called incel who fantasited about blowing up a shopping mall and killing hot cheerleaders pleaded guilty Friday to one count of possessing an unregistered destructive device. Cole Carini, of Richlands, Virginia, allegedly killed mass shooter Elliot Roger, an
involuntary celibate, or incel, who killed six people in California in 2014 and injured 14 others before taking his own life. Many legal scholars say insel-linked violence involving at least 53 deaths in recent years is a form of domestic terrorism. The incel movement involves young men who reject them to feel
angry at women. The Carini case, however, includes a previously reported twist: Her mother testified in court this summer that in fact her son was in an ongoing physical relationship with a stable girlfriend over the past two years. At the same time, an FBI agent said he found a writing by Carini who,
according to court records, explored the possibility of killing both himself and a woman named Jamie, who was named his girlfriend. The charges against Carini stem from a bizarre incident in June, when the 23-year-old showed up in hospital missing his left arm and several fingers on his right side. He
also had shrapnel wounds in the neck and throat but claimed to have suffered his terrible injuries in a gardening accident. Knowing that Carini had a previous conviction on his record for explosives, local police called in the FBI to search home Carini shared with his mother. There, agents found traces of
blood that could go into the second-floor bedroom. Inside, they found human skin and a chunk of meat stuck to the ceiling, a box filled with rusty nails, a peanut butter jar containing at least two pounds of volatile explosive tricetone triperoxide, or TATP, an improvised substance used in the manufacture of
explosive devices, and ammonium nitrate, a form of which was used by Timothy McVeigh in the 1995 bombing of an Oklahoma City federal building. , killing 168 and injuring nearly 700. While it was not made public at the time, an FBI agent later testified in court that investigators found handwritten bomb-
making formulas and recipes — Carney's name on them — in his bedroom, as well as a modified pressure cooker containing two vials in Carney's bedroom closet. carini Said her son was an avid woodworker, and there was speculation that nails found in her room could have been intended for a repair
job in the neighborhood. The FBI immediately discounted the possibility. [I] I saw — we saw Mr. Carini wrote about the [2013] Boston Marathon bombing and how it would have been more effective, FBI Special Agent Micah Chiller testified in August. If the pressure cooker they used, it would have been
more effective against people. FBI investigators say they gave more evidence behind the home near Carini's grandmother, which showed PVC pipes, loose wiring pieces, empty chemical containers and a crater that has been the site of an explosion. Inside a storage shed on the property, they found
coffee cups containing crystalline residues — which confirmed further tests were explosive materials, according to the FBI — a battery with wires attached to it, and a partially legible letter on the ground. He casually walked through the shopping mall, his jacket hiding deadly objects, the letter read. He was
doing it and was assured it should be done. Even if he was worth this statement died! He was... The tension that will come and go as he approached the forum of hot cheerleaders.. । One dead drowned in severity as he realized he was actually passing the point of no return! He decided I wouldn't back
down I wouldn't be afraid of the results no matter what heroic I would make a statement like Elliot Rogers [sic] what he thought to himself. Childers said in his August testimony that he had not yet found a specific plan of action at this point in which Carini had actually informed others about carrying out a
real-life attack. In a phone call shortly after her son's June 4 arrest, Carini's mother, Karen, told The Daily Beast, This is a situation where my son needs help, and I hope he gets the help he needs. The cliché isn't to sound, but I had no idea [about bomb-making materials]. And I'm willing to work with him.
My son needs help. That is what I want to say. The Daily Beast repeatedly tried to reach Out to Karen Carini for comment after her son's Friday guilty plea, but he wasn't available. At a detention hearing in the summer, in which Carini was denied bail, she described the moment she realised what her son
had done. It was approximately 7 p.m, and Karen, a retired school teacher, had just gotten home from a doctor's appointment. I was just getting ready to take a shower because I was afraid COVID was on me, she testified. So I put on my gown and went into the TV room to tell my second child that I was
back home. And when I was in there, that's when Cole's entrance appeared on the way and says, 'Mom, I need help.' I've had an accident. FBI terror hunters turn to a different threat: IncelsKaren said he called 911, but the ambulance wasn't getting there fast enough. So she got ready in haste and got her
son to the hospital Gone. When we went there, we went, 'Mom, I can't open the door,' she said, according to court filings. And that's when I knew something was wrong with his hands. I had never seen because I was going to vomit. Apparently not equipped to treat such serious injuries, a helicopter flew
Carini to a hospital in Roanoke for a special five-and-a-half hour surgery. Later, when she cleaned her bedroom, Carini's mother says she found three pieces of my son, referring to parts of his hands. I think he's a different person now, you know, the shock of it, the injuries, the lifetime of living apart from
one hand, he said in court, she said in court, that Carini, who her mother says was diagnosed with ADHD and autism in fourth grade, gave herself a life sentence with her crippled hands. Carini faces a maximum sentence of 10 years in prison and a $250,0 fine. His lawyer, federal defender John Thomas
Stanford, did not respond to a request for comment. Read more on The Daily Beast. Get our top stories in your inbox every day. Sign up now! Daily Beast membership: Inside the Beast goes deeper on the stories that matter to you. Know more. WASHINGTON — The U.S. added a second COVID-19
vaccine to its arsenal Friday, boosting efforts to beat back an outbreak so severe that the country is regularly recording more than 3,0 deaths a day. Much-needed doses come Monday after the Food and Drug Administration are poised to authorize an emergency rollout of the vaccine developed by
Moderna Inc. and the National Institutes of Health. The move marks the world's first authorization for shots of Moderna. The vaccine is very similar to the one from Pfizer Inc. and Germany's BioNTech that is now being dispensed to millions of health care workers and nursing home residents as the biggest
vaccination campaign in U.S. history begins to ramp up. Two things are better than we almost dare to expect, NIH Director Dr. Francis Collins told The Associated Press. Science is working here, science has done something amazing. Preliminary results from large, still incomplete studies show that both
vaccines appear safe and strongly protective, although Moderna is easy to handle because it does not need to be stored at ultra-frozen temperatures. A second vaccine represents a glimmer of hope amid disappointment as the virus continues to spread even further sustained before holiday gatherings
that are certain to fuel further outbreaks. The crisis has claimed more than 312,0 American lives and killed 1.7 million people worldwide. New cases in the U.S. are running at an average of more than 216,0 per day. Deaths per day have hit an all-time high, taking up 3,600 on Wednesday. California has
emerged as one of the deadliest hot spots, with intensive care beds and hospitals running out of emergency rooms in scenes reminiscent of the disaster around New York City last spring. California from 41,0 on Friday New cases and 300 more deaths reported. When New York hospitals were in crisis,
health care workers across the country came to help. At the time, no cavalry is coming because so many hospitals are swamped, said Dr. Mark Futernick, an emergency room physician in Los Angeles. The nation is scrambling to expand vaccination as fast as Moderna and Pfizer can churn out doses.
Moderna is for people aged 18 and older, Pfizer begins at the age of 16. This is just the beginning of what we hope will be a big push to get this terrible virus behind us, though it will take many more months to get all Americans, Collins said. Moderna is expected to have between 100 million and 125
million doses available globally in the first three months of 2021, with 85-100 million people available in the United States. Even with additional candidates in the pipeline, there won't be enough for the general population until spring, and shots will be rationed in the meantime. And while health workers are
enthusiastically embracing vaccination, authorities worry that the public may need more reassurance to ensure more people get in line when it's their turn. Frankly if we don't succeed in getting 80% or so americans immunized against COVID-19 by the middle of this 2021 year, we have the risk that this
epidemic can go on and on and on, Collins said. He's particularly concerned that accurate information about the shots Price reaches communities of color, which have been hard hit by COVID-19 yet are far too careful after years of health care inequalities and research abuses. To try to help instill
confidence, Vice President Mike Pence, along with Surgeon General Jerome Adams, received a Pfizer-biotech shot on live TV on Friday. The FDA's decision could help pave the way for other countries that are considering the Moderna vaccine, a first-time regulatory approval for the small Cambridge,
Massachusetts, company. European regulators could authorize its use as soon as 6 January. Britain, Canada and some other countries have already approved the Pfizer-biotech shot, which led to the European Union's decision on Monday. What we always want to remember is one size doesn't fit all. We
want alternatives, said Dr. Paul Duprex of the University of Pittsburgh. Moderna is set to start at the weekend ready for about 5.9 million doses of ready shipment, according to Operation Warp Momentum, the government's vaccine development program. The injection of health workers and nursing home
residents continues next week, before other essential workers and vulnerable groups are allowed to get in line. Both shots of Moderna and Pfizer-Biontech are so-called MRNA vaccines, made with an unprecedented new technology. They have no coronavirus - meaning they can not cause infection.
Instead, they use a piece of genetic code that trains the immune system to recognize spike proteins on the surface of the virus, if the real thing comes along is ready to attack. Less than a year after their development emerged coronavirus previously set a speed record, but Collins insisted that Should not
worry. Momentum was due to billions in company and government investment With years of prior scientific research, not any cut corners. The rigour of the analysis of these vaccines is unprecedented, Collins said. We haven't done this with it, but hope that's on the way, and the hope comes from this
scientific brain belief that has pulled out all the stops. Experts are hoping the two vaccines will simultaneously break the back of the epidemic when combined with masks and other precautions, said Dr. Arnold Monto of the University of Michigan, who chaired an advisory committee that publicly debated
the shots' evidence ahead of the FDA's decisions. THE FDA's main message: -- Both the new Moderna vaccine and pfizer-BioNTech shot require two doses several weeks apart. The second dose should be from the same company as before. -- In a study of 30,00 volunteers, the Moderna vaccine was
more than 94% effective in preventing symptomatic COVID-19 in people aged 18 and older. It also strongly protected older adults who are most vulnerable. -- The vaccine can't throw away its masks as it's not yet clear either vaccine shut up, symptoms prevents the virus spreading. But there was a sign
that Moderna's shot could provide some protection against asymptomatic infections. -- There was no major security problem in the Moderna study. Like the Pfizer-biotech shot, the throat is expected to have arms, fever, fatigue and muscle pain, which are signs reviving the immune system. - Both vaccines
take a remote chance of causing a severe allergic reaction. Moderna's study changed none of these, though Pfizer-biotech vaccination began in Britain and Alaska. The content of vaccines is not the same. Nevertheless, after any COVID-19 vaccination, people must stay around for 15 minutes - or 30
minutes if they have a history of severe allergies - so if they have a reaction, it can be treated immediately. -- Both vaccines remain experimental, and the government is closely monitoring safety in case of rare problems harvested. * Additional studies are needed to vaccinate pregnant women and
children. Women who are pregnant or breastfeeding should discuss whether to vaccinate their doctor or not. ___ Associated Press reporter Amy Taxin contributed to this report from Orange County, California. ___ The Associated Press Department of Health and Science receives support from the Howard
Hughes Medical Institute's Department of Science Education. AP is solely responsible for all content. Lauran Nergard and Matthew Peron, Associated Press Press
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